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!TOBER 9, 1958
iferenee.
rigs will be held at
sthochst Camp near

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

First ...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

week-end session is
October 3-5. IS will
by the conference
,uth Fellowship orthe meeting will
young people make
le alive to every
MYF".

United‘ Press

will spend the Ocweek-end studying

Largest
Circulation Ir
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County
1N OUR 79th YEAR

Radio Auction
Nets s3,178.75
The Murray Junior Chamber
'of Commerce radio auction
Jrought in $3,178.75 according to
a report today (run the organization.
Merchandise brought in $1,613 25 while "gimmicks" brought
in $688.50. Cash donations during the auction amounted to
$877.00.

A

A JayCee spakesman said this
Lnorning that total cash donations
before he auction easne to $4.407.00 fer a grand total of $7,505.75.

Complete

The final goal of the Murray
JayCee is $20,000 which will be
needed to purchase land for an
airport and to prepare the strip.

Line of
Delicious

According to JayCee figures
this leaves $12,414.25 yet to be
dised.

)EL MONTE
PRODUCTS

Citizens are urged to pay their

Vernon F. Curd Is
Now In Korea
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I CORPS. KOREA (AHTNC)
-Army Capt. Vernon F. Curd,
37, whose wife. Marian. lives on
Waldrop r.. Murray, Ky . recentiv arrived in Korea and is now
a memeber of the ICorps.
Captain Curd, and executive
and operations officer in the
corps' 13th Transportation Company, entered the Army in 1943
By KEITH SwANSON
Curd, sun of Mr and Mrs
United Press International
Stafford Curd. Dexter, is a 1939
FAYETTE, Idah- (UPI) - An
graduate of Hardin High School,
Dexter, and attended the Unil. er- Air Force C 123 transport plant
sity of Kentucky.
crashed Thursday nigist killing 19 persons may have been
disabled by a flock of geese,
witnesses said today.
The plane. enroute from Pope
APB. N. C. to McCord Field,
Tacoma. Wash, plummeted to
earth at dusk Thursday after it
1 Unitiris irr•-s International
-...
knifed through a formation of
wild geese.
Kentucky Weather Synopsis:
An explosion and fire followed
The cold front at 4 am, today 'he crash which occurred
on
extended from just west of Lou- !he Claude
Sinith ranch about
yeille to Memphis, Tenn. It is 10 miles east of this
farming
moving southeast at 25 to 30 center on the Idaho-Oregon
bormiles per hour and should reach der
the Virginia - Kentucky border
Withhold Casualty List
this afternoon. Showers will preAir Force officials withheld
cede the cooler air across the the casualty list pending
identistate, prebably averaging one- fication of
the bodies and notififourth to three - fourths inch. cation of next of kin.
Temperatures were below the
The plane had made a refreezing mark at midnight in fuelling stop at
Hill AFB. near
western eNelatastka and Sinath Ogden, Utah
and had - checked
nalcota and northward. This very in with the Civil
Aeronautics
cool air is expected to reach Adminietration tower
at Boise,
the Ohio River Valley by Satur- Idaho less than a half
hour beday morning with temperatures fore it came to grief.
The Boise
dropping into the low 30s over tower .said no
message' was
western and north central Ken- ceived
from the plane indicating
Frost will be general any
tucky
difficulties. The CAA said
through this area, possibly heavy 'he plane
was on course !or
spots.
Farther
low
east
and
In
Tacoma when It crashed.
south frost will be lighter and
One of the eye witnesses, Eldro
restricted to exposed locations. Gissell,
who operates a ranch
None is expected in the south- About
four' miles from the crash
east' tonight.
scene, said he saw the plane
Outlook for Sunday: Partly
fly through a siring of about
cloudy and cool.
200 to 250 geese at an estimated.
height of 2.000 feet. The area
Regional Forecast:
is on the north-south "flyway"
Western Kentucky - Mostly
'for wild geese and other migrant
cloudy and cooler today with
wild fowl.
brisk northwest winces of 15 to
Krelfee Toward Ground
20 miles per hour. High today
""The formation of geese broke
62 to 07. Clearing and much
up and the birds flew in all
looter tonight, with feat possiiiiPy
directions, honking
Gisheavy in low epots. Low 32 to sell related. "Then
I heard the
37 Saturday fair and cool, high plane's
engines stutter and the
56 to 60.
plane !teemed to go into a stall
and spin. For a brief moment,
Tobacco Curing Adivsoret
the engines roared wide open
Curing weather for burley toand the plane seemed to pull
bacco was fair to locally good
me Then it knifed deem toward
through southern Kentucky
the *ground. A moment later I
Thursday and f ai r to poor
heard the explesion."
through the northern half. It
A convoy of 10 trucks .from
-eill be generally poor today
Mountain Home Air Force Base,
'
,Crough the southeastern third
about 110 miles east of here,
of the state, but dryer air will
arrived at the crash scene early
be moving into western and
today. Air police immediately
central sections this afternoon, leek
over from Idaho state police
with humidity probably falling
the duty of guarding the area.
to 50 per cent from Evansville,
Officers began the grim task
Inds westward It will be dryer
of identifaoing the badly charred
85 well as cooler tonight and
bud e.
very dry Saturday, with' humidity near 25 per cent in northoTn Kentucky and 40 per cent or
ViSiriNG HOME
lever in the southern sections.
Temperatures In tobacco barns
Mr. and Mrs. John Bostwick
should not fall much below 40
of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania are
degrees .even in western Kenvititora in the home of Mr. and
tucky tonight. Fires should be
Mrs. Homer Pogue. Mr. Bestunnecessary unless the leaf is wick is regional
manager of Wadvery green.
er" rind rood al

r_

F

Bottles

muisey at the City Hall Friday
or Saturday for merchandise
bought during the auction, pick
trp their tickets and get their
merchandise frorn the donating
merchants.
Any citizen or firm can make
a contributiors to the project at
any time, a JayCee spokesman
said.
Folk:eying is a list who made
contributions before the radio
auction was held.
Murray Mfg. Co.
$1500.00
Bethel Richardson
50.00
Hoyt Roberts
500.00
Tom Brown, Lynn Hurst
Resort
2000.
Young Business Men's
Club
750.00
Purdorn dr Thurman
50.00
Murray Auto Auction
1100.00
Thomas Scruggs
5.00
Holmes Ellis
10000
College Hub
2 00
Murray Loan Co.
20.00
Friend
5.00
Price Doyle
50.00
Taylor Motors
100 00
Murray Live Stock
100.00
Radio Cab
50.00
Murray Hatchery
5.00
Bank of Murray
500 00

Weakber
Report

-LB. BAG

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 241

Progress Made
But More Needed
Says Speaker

FRANKFORT UPI - Thomas
H. Young, a prominent Louisville
attorney, was disbarred for life
today by the Kentucky Court of
Appeals for alleged "violations of
his professional ethics and his
professional obligations."

Flock Of Geese
Causes Plane Crash

tTH MORE

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, October 10, 1958
Prominent Attorney
Is Disbarred

Young, a 2nd District magis:rate at Louisville in the late
1930's is the son of Tom Young,
track superintendent at Churchill Downs.

Young was- charged with seven
specific violations of the AmeriTom Watkins, Direct or el sa.d, hetes\ et more is desired.
can Bar Association's Canons of
member relations of the State The idea of this goal is to so
Pro-fessional Ethics during 1952Chamber of Commerce was the diversify industry and agricul1957.
speaker at the Murray Rotary ture that a failure in any one
These included:
Club meeting.
industry or crop will not cripple
-Failure to account for $1,829'
the economy.
he collected in a settlement from!
- Mr. Watkins listed the goals
The goal for income from the
an insurance firm in an automowhich had been set by the state tourist business was
set at three
bile accident case.
chamber in 1953 which the and one-half billion
dollars. This
-Failure to turn over $142 to
chamber hoped would be reached figure
today is $2,649,000,000 or
the court that he had been given
by 1960.
75 per cent of the goal.
by a client to make restitution in
•
Sale of natural resources was
a bad check case.
He told the club that 71.4 per
-Failure to return to a client
cent of this time had elapsed another field in which a goal
BEIRUT STREET SCENE-A Lebanese army tank is part of the Beirut vehicuiar traffic scene as
$409 of $500 given to him for bail
and that he wanted to tell the was set, he said. The sales
bombings and uprisings continue. Thus thoroughfare In downtown Beirut is the Place de Canon.
bond purporses. When the charge
chile just how the chamber had figure hoped ter was $4.210.000.for the bond amounted to only.
fased thus far. He told the 000. About one-half of this fig$100.
7te 21 Ins that the progress was ure has been reached,. Wati1:11i
-Leading a client to believe
not due just to the Stale Cham- epntinued.
!le had obtained a final divorce
Other goals set by the State
ber of Commerce or to a local
decree for her when the divorce .
Chamber of Commerce included
commerce,
chamber
but
of
that
granted.
the progress was due to the equal rights for both manageThe Murray Junior HAN Tig-Failure to perform the legal combined efforts of the people ment and labor, right to work
er, defeated the Paris Freshmen I
services required in the adminiJ. T. Taylor and Tomanye D.
BENTON UPI - Wilson W.
laws, better education facilities.
of the slate.
stration of an estate after accept- Wyatt, candidate for the Demo- football squad 28-7 last night Taylor, president
and vice presiSome progress has been made
in
Holland
Stadium.
ing a $1,500 fee for that work.
cratic gubernatorial nomination
dent of Taylor Motor Company,
The goal for industrial in- in all the fields, Watkine but
-Failure to account for $3000 next year, Thuursday called for
Murray brake into the lead in are announcing in an
advertise- vestment was set at $1.500.000,- efforts will continue to be made
he received for sale of property expanded research to improve the first quarter with a touch
ment which is running in the 000 he said and today 48.6 per
an the settleuent of an estate.
the dark fire-cured tobacco mar- down and extra point. Paris Ledger & Times today and to- cent of this
figure has been
-Accepting a $25 fee for bring- ket in western Kentucky.
came back in the second quarter morrow the addition of Grayson
reached. This amounts to $612,ing suit in a change case when
The former Louisville aymor and knotted the score 7-7. The McClure te the new and used 091,995.
in fact he did not file any suit.
said. "Research chemists and to- Tigers stopped Paris cold in the car department of Taylor Motors.
The appellate court noted that
The goal for agricultural sales
bacco experts from the Univer- secind half holding the visitors
Grayson, a highly capable person was five billion dollars and tothe committee on legal ethics of
sity of Kentucky have done an seireless as Murray scored a 'II)
the Louisville Bar Association
with approximately twenty years day the figure is $3,070.900,000
outstanding job in improving the in the third quarter to recapture
and the executive committee of
quality of burley tobacco. I be- the lead and added two more in experience in t he automobile or 61.4 per cent of the goal.
the assoeiation had issued a comAnother goal was a broad
lieve the same job can be done the final period for a 28-7 vic- business, joins Clayton Pritchard
plaint against Young in October
in the new and used car depart- base tax, or a sales tax with
with dark fire-cured tobacco tie tory.
By COLIN McKINLAY
1957 and he failed to respond to
ment of Taylor Motors. Clayton the elimination of the personal
develop the finer quality de-'
United Prow International
the charge.
Wallis
and
Kim
Charlie
Robknown
also
is
well.
throughout
mended
markets.
by
foreign
Income tax in the state. LegislaATOMIC TEST SITE. Nov
When he appeared before the
error' each scored two touch- Murray and Calloway County I
'
nZs
,hated he UPI - A 100-foot tower disinisfi
.
gs.ejeet
r
Kentucky Bar Assonetion's Trine. "Additional industrial and com- downs. AU of tee Tigers' extra
and is a highly qualified autoithIesearlY today as as fierce
committee in December 1954 he mercial uses must be found for points were scored on
runs. Roy mobile man. Re has been with
A good arterial system of fire 11 exploded just after dawn
claimed illness as his excuse for dark-fired tobacco, which is so Wyatt also drew
prase for his Taylor Motor Co. for eight years. hijahways and good rural roads in the fourth full-scale shot of
failure to appear. Young said he important to the economy of this
hare fee back running.
In an interview with Clayton was another goal, Watkins said. the U. S. Atomic Energy Comdid not enlist the aid of another portion of the -state," he added.
and Grayson, they were very Some progress has been made mission's final announced test
attorney to prepare his case.
"Dark-fired tobacco from west
esries.
enthusiastic about their lines of but not what was expected.
"Because he did not want his Kentucky is historically an exThe AEC's first tower shot at
cars. They said they have a gpod
associated to know of the proce- port commdity, and for a number
The goal as far as new jobs
edings."
lineup of used cars and also in the state is concerned was American soil this year, "Quay.'
of years some75 per cent of ti.
The court said, "The respond- crop was sold to foregin counwill be abie to supply the new 258.000. New plants added 52,600 named for a New Mexico Count,
near, Los Alamos, exploded wak
ent has exhibited in his owes de- tries. However, there has been a
cars that the people of this area lobs, he !old the elub and each
the "force of less than a angel
fense gross negligence in the steady decline in the dark-fired
Charlie Mare chief of the want. Grayson said they not only new job of this type created
protection of a .vital right.
market for more than a quarter Murray Police Department, re- have the sleek new Dodge. Ply- three new jobs. The new jabs kiloton over Yucca Flat at 610
a. m. p. c. t. 10:30 a. m. ElYr
"When an a tkorney demonstr ot a century. to the point s'. here ported this morning that two mouth and Chrysler. but .they
ereeted by the 52,600 jobs
AEC official% called it a "smal"
ates such neglect or failure of now less than half the crop goes 'men had been arrested in Muralso are the newly authorized amounted to 157,800, for a, total shot.
his obligations, not only to his to the export," he continued.
say for drunkeness yesterday. dealer for Studebaker. Grayson of 210,000 new jobs. This is a
Observers on New Nob, 11
clients, but also to himself, the
He blamed the market decline One was arrested last night, and
knows the outstanding qualities percentage of 73 per cent.
miles from ground Zero, said the
profession would be made better for dark-fired cured tobacco on
one late in the afternoon, he of the" Studebaker because he,
The goal of the per capita in- sub-kiloton detonation was exby his dismerv "
increased production. lower prices
said.
along with Purclom Parks, was cense in the state was a 35 per ploded to prove the AEC's exand stiff foreign competitionBoth men have been fined and the dealer of Studebakers here cent increase or !he national pectation that "certain" proce,iprimarily from Italy and Rhodereleased, according to Marr. He in Murray for several years. He average. A 20.5 per cent increase urea in nuclear blast could be
sia.
The candidate said he believes also stated thal no other ection said that being the dealer for has been attained or 1I per cent observed from a stationary plstform.
continued and expanded research was taken by the city police four such fine cars as the ones of the goal.
In this small scale shot, 'he
is the answer to the der* toboac- yesterday other than rouine listed above gives them a varied
cross retail sales have reltched
fireball came close-but not near
business.
co growers' problems.
selection that should offer a car 96.4 per cent of the goal of
the ground.. Only the tower apMr. Clarence Bryant, managi•r
that would suit any car-buyer's twenty-seven-billion dollars.
peared to suffer, tumbing in awl:of the new One Hour Marrir
their
cars
said
Grayson
taste.
A more balanced,leonomy was ward. fashion and then disappea•ing Cleaning Service, said !
range from the economy Priced !set as a goal with more diversi- ing midst thedust cloud who
morning he expects his 1.
to the most elite. The., new Dodge fication considered as the means rose from. the desert (long.
cleaning establishment 1.0 be oesee
La fowl Of display and the show to .tha goal. Some rogress has
theefirst ad the lileiletteee
,within the next few days. It witt
dates for the other three cars been mid" In 9-1', field Welkin% series fired from a tower. It I.
be located next to the As- •
are listed in, the advertisement
lowed
by
two
days an unit -Grocery in the George Ed tt
ground nuclear explosion or: elsewhere in today's issue of the
erbey building at 211 East Main
mesa
near the Nevada test
Ledger 8s Times.
Street, which has for sometime
some 75 miles northwest of
Mr. Pritchard said they not
been undergoing extensive reVegas.
.
only have the cars to sell but
modeling. The building will be
Outweilely-as designed by ••!e
they also have an expert service
AEC-the' shot seemed less
very attractive and will have
department which is managed by
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
In .in unprecedented move, the
MARION UPI - Bert T. the power of 1,000 tons, of TNT.
an up-to-date, . m odern new
Bazzell who says "My eirn
Bob
STATE
PARK UPI - Mayor league also passed a resolution to
Combs. Democratic gubernatorial in-Cheating that "certain diagn front.
Hecht S. Lackey of Henderson ask candidate for governor, lieut- is to give top service and have candidate. Thursday promised to tic observations" were necessee.
Mr. Bryant said he has been
-customers."
satisfied
but
nothing
was elected president fo the Ken- enant govenor and the legislature
put the Kentucky farmer "back from the stationary -platform 7 in the cleaning business in Ohio,
tucky Municipal League Thurs- to publicly announce their stand Bob has been with Taylor Motors in business" with a "Threespoint fore a proposed Oct. 31 intern.iIndiana, and Colorado's for the day at
years.
twelve
for
the closing session of the on league sponsored bills before
tional ban on duclear tests.
vebetable" program.
past eighteen years, except for group's 29th annual conference.
Taylor Motors also boasts an
next May's primary election.
Combs said the program would
the almost three years he .spent
Mayor Bruce Hobletzell of LouCandidate for the legislature excellent truck department. They consist of promotion of. Vebe'able
in the military service during isville was named vie-e- president also will be asked to commit seflZiodge trucks and equipment. products, chemical assistance and
World War H.
of the city leaders' group.
themselves on
t he so-called Tommye D. and John Tem. along research in vegetable insect and
The new cleaning establishLackey, a member of a family "bomerule" amendment to the with Ben Nix of the truck de- disesase control.
mene.according to Mr. Bryant, of seven brothers, six of whom state Constitution.
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. UPI
"As a result," he said and
partment, invite the people of
will consist of all new, ultra are still living, is the second
The proposed home rule amend- this area to see them when they 'there is no 'resason why Ken- -An Army Jupiter was destrymodern equipment which will brother to be named KIVIL pres- ment will be drafted by a special need a good truck that will "get tucky could not develop size- ed seconds after launching :ate
enable him to give first quality ident. His brother, F. Ernest sub-committee of the league's leg- the job done." The truck lot is able canning plants to improve Thursday night and the in'-rmediate ri-inge missile plunged
work and prompt, courteous ser- Dutch Lackey of Hopkinsville, islative committee in time for the located just inside the city limits all phases of our economy."
The Prestonburg attorney ad- back onto the cape in a specvice. He says he will offer come served as president in 1948.
1919 conference.
Ben
hes
Road.
Concord
on
the
Being mayor runs in the Lackded. "While we must continue tacular failure,
plete cleaning service and will
The sub-committee will use a been with Taylor Motors for
ey family. Their father, Ernest
to insist that the Kentucky farmThe Jupiter, in hot competiticn
offer specials on various items
1917
sSatte
study
of
the
Legislative eight years.
Lackey, owner of Paducah Radio
er obtain improvements in the with the Air Force's Thor for the
each week. He said he wou1
Research Commiellob in making
.
4 Station WPAD, was mayor of
Tommye D. said if a person is tobacco program, which
Pais ad- role of the nation's 1,500-mile
like for everyone to watch the ducah from 1940 to
its draft.
In need of transportation, whet- roinistered by the federal govern- range ballistic missile. exploded
1943.
Daily Ledger & Times each week
land,
sea
or
for
air,
F. Ernest Lackey is again maythey
her
ment, the state should not sit. twice before slamminge onto a
A third resolution condemned
for his advertisements which will or of Hopkinsville.
'he new state publication laws should by all means come to idly by and fail to develop new vacant field.
announce his weekly specials.
In other action at its final ses- which force cities and other gov- Taylor's because to make the crop assistance programs which
The failure of the 69-fool-long
Mr. Bryant, age 31, was born sion, the KML accused the 1958
ernmental units to publicize their situation reimpliee, t h ey also will mean dollars to !he farmers Jupiter must have come as a.
In Maysville, Kentucky, but has General Assembly of "scuttling" actions
more extrensively
in have a boat and an airplane for and a more prosperous econ- s ha rp disappointmet to the
spent most of his life in Indiana. every one of the 19 bills it in- newspapers.
omy."
Army, which still hopes to have
sale.
troduced.
His wife. Ruth. Is a native of
Combs will campaign in Bixon the missile chosetee over the Thor
Delegates
approved a resolutitm 1 Directors elected included:
Indiana and they have four chiland Webster County today and even though the Isiir Force has
Mayors James D. Beville of
in Morganfield and Union County been assigned use of all intermedren who are Sandra Jo. nine calling for another attempt at
passing
all 19 league-sponsored Leitchfield; W. H. Grissom of
Saturday.
diate range weapons.
years old; Cathy Kay. age six:
bills in the 1960 General Assem- Glasgow; Rebekah Hord of Mays
At first it seemed the masuive
Patricia Lynn, five: and -Michael
bly. They include bills to liberal- ville; George Jacobs of Paducah;
REBELS IN TUNIS
Jupiter was off to a good start
Duane, age three. The two older
ize and make more uniform the F. Ernest Lackey of Hopkinsville;
TUNIS UPI - Premier Ferhat when it rose from it's launching
children. Sandra JO and Cathy state's
annexation laws; increase William H. Layne of Morehead;
abbews and three members of stand at 11:50 p. m EST. Flames
Kay. attend the "A. B. Austin population
Richardson,
W.
Rt.
1,
Henry
requirereents for city A. A. Offutt of Somerset; W. G.
his Algerian government-in-ex- from the missile's tail brightly
School and the family resides at incorporation from 121 to 710; Sympson of Bardstown; Steely Hardin, winner of the Smallile were in Tunis today on what illuminated a cloudless sky at
802 Olive Street. They have been and prohibit county governments Terrell of Corbin; John Gerard of mouth Division 1958 Ky. Fishing was billed
as aprivate visit. It lift-off, but something apparentattending the First Methodist from prdviding services outside Frankfurt; and city
managers Derby was presented a 10 horse- was expected they will confer ly went wrong. The Air Force
Church since they have been in of cities not provided within city Hugh B. Hall of Pikeville, and power Evinrude outboard motor, with Tunisian President Habib range safety offieer decided to
limits.
Glenn Lovcrn of Lexington.
(Continued on Back Page)
Bourguiba.
destroy
- Continued on Page Four

Expanded Research
On Tobacco Asked
By Wilson Wyatt

Junior High Tigers
Defeat Paris Frosh

Grayson McClure
Joins The Staff
Of Taylor Motors

Nuclear Tests
Are Underway

Two Arrested For
Drunkeness

Clarence Bryant To
Open New Cleaning
.Business In Murray

League Closes
Session At Dam

Combs Promises
To Put Farmer
Back In Business

Army Jupiter
Is Destroyed

Henry Richardson.
Division Winner
In Fishing Contest
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

TIMES —

FRIDAY — OCTOBER 10, 1958

MUPRAY, KENTUCKY

Yanks Overcome 3 To 1 Lead To Defeat The
And
Win The '58 Series Yesterday

ian rebellion. Daily Express criUNFIT INVITATION
°';3=111st; r:ui1r9e1d2
' bays itatnlleent2
John Barber said the embassy
by the Acts of March 3, 1633.1
LONDON (UPI) — The Sov- tc
not merely declase. It sent
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, !n• and July 2, 1946 (Tole 39. Urinal
"did
.'
iet Embassy rejected an invitaCorea)li
tilion of the Murray Ledger. rile Ca!Iowal. Tunea. and The ad States Code, Section
baok the invitation Eisenhower
M3)
to
tion
Piccadilly
Theattend
the
Times- •-ald. October 20. 1928. and the West Kentuckian. January
showing the ownership. massageatre premiere or "Shadow of fashion as unfit to be' considerI, '94''
ment, and circulation of
Heroes," a story of the Hunger- ed."
JAMES C. n• I.LIAMS PUBLISHER
Yankees alive last Friday, gave second inning, Howard laid down
The Ledger and Tunes pub- I
Sy OM N. PETERSEN UP's Sports [titer
up a run to the Braves in the et sacrifice bunt down the first
;We reserve tho right to rejec' ns Achertismg. Letters io the Editor hahed daily except Sunday at
11211ILWAUKEE tUPT) — It's first on a sinrgle by Schoendienet, base lase. Torre fielded it, but
ir Public V.-iioe .tems which. in our opinion, are not for the nest Murray, Kentucky for October 1,
reereo ol OUI readers
the New York Yankees on top three dais and a saerifioe fly. threw low to Burdette, covering
1056.
But he got Crandall on strikes. first base, and Berra raced to
1. The names and addresses of cut the baseball world again.
'VATIC/NM REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1366
They got back there Thursday
He turned back the Braves third on the error. Then Jerry
Monroe. Memphis. renn . 250 Park Ave. New York: 307 N al.chi- the publisher. editor. managing
;de o.. and besiness managers when they beet the Milwaukee one, two, three in the second bot Lumpe topped a ground ball
ean Ave . Chicago SD Bolvston St. Boston
are: James C. Williams. Murray, Braves, 6-2. in the final and then ran into trouble in the down the first base line. Torre
Entered at the cost Office. Murray. Kentucky. for transrrussion as
deciding game of the 1966 series. third. Billy Bruton led off with picked it up, saw that Berra weer
Ky.
Secone Class Matter
2. The owner is: (II owned by They picked themselves off the a saline and with one out Hang holding third, and then th.owat
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray. per week 20e, per a corporation, its name and
Aaron also singled.
over the head of Burdette, who
ad- floor and did it the hard way.
month eatn• In Calloway and adsommg counties, per year. $3.50 ebeIt marked the first time in
dress must be stated and also
That's when Stengel called on was covering f.rst again. That
where 5550
*time:Lately thereunder the 33 years that a ball club had Bullet Bob — and he OSUMI loaded the bases.
OCTOBER 10, 1958
FRIDAY
ri 7- - and addresses of stock- been down three games to one through.
Then Skoveron grounded into
evning or holding 1 per in a World Series and come back
Up until the eighth, the Yes*. a force play, Berra scoring. Howmore of total amount to win it. Pittsburgh did it ees were alive only because of ard took third on the play, and
ekhas bpses by Frank Torre, scored on Tbny Kubek's sacrifice
If not owned by a against Washington in 1925.
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
"This was the hardest one 1eonsidered one of the best de- fly. That was all the run-.making
rp
:on, the names ;and adNew 2.ity Hall and Gas Building
$120,000
..-ses of individual owners ever," said a grinning C.asety
nsive first basemen in
- until Crandall's homer.
nia•••. be given. If owned by a Stengel. who won his seventh
And that ho.ner turned out
bandlL
SeWIer Plant Expansion
$125,000
I par•ris 7r:hip or other unincorp- series championship in nine tries.
Vanes Load Bruise
to be the Braves' last shot.
New School Buildings
$110.000
cooed firm, its name and ad- "Yesterday we were the YankAfter Berra walked in the
Turley took over from there.
Planning and Zoning Commission with
dreos. as well as that of each ees, lake we used to be," he
Professional Consultation
'r.d.v:citial member, must be Inv- added. t•But let me tell you, it
V.,' P. Williams. Paris, Ten- took a lot of doing."
It sure did.
!n-"e,': Mrs_ W
P. Williams.
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Here they were in the home
•
Tenressee: James C. WilInduee.al Expansion
of the Braves, who had beaten
liams. Murray. Ky.
Sid:walks, Curbs, Gutters
3 The known bondheidens, them :n seven games last year,
m•-rtgagees. and other security I and again the same two pitchers
Widened Streets In Some Areas
•.1dErs owning or holding 1 per were going for the series jackpot
Continued Home Building
good game, and halfbacks Corky
cent sr more of total amount —Don Larsen for the Yankees
Carman and George Karnavas
Airport For Murray
of bonds. mortgages, or other -Ind Lew Burdette. who won it
had their good moments.
Cit • Auditorium
last
year
5-0. for the Braves.
securities are: (If there are none,
Cullivan said that Saturday's
Pitches Good Game
so slate.) None.
1
game with the University of
This time Burdette couldn't
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3- include.
Louisville at Louisville, would
in cases where the stockholder quite make it.
be one of the toughest teams the
-But he pitched a helluva ball
or security holder appears upon
Thoroughbreds would play, but
esme
would
and
The
backs of the company as
have been all
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
that he felt his team could win
trustee or in any other fiduciary right if we could have . gotten
if they would play to full porelation. the name at the person h rn s om e runs." Milwaukee
For I know that ma redeemer liveth.
tential and avoid the mistakes
or carporation for whom such Manager Fred Haney observed.
that have been plaguing them.
Job 19:25..
trustee is actinic also the state- 'Give those Yankees credit. We
1
I ta.th,
The Murray coach outlined a
aren't
alibiir.g
—
ments
they beat
in 'he !Iva paragraph'
"
,ke try? tales of Homer repeated. by story tellers hun'vigorous work week for his
They did it in the eignth
01,
11' the affant's full knowledge
ured.s of years before it was committed to writing. Insquad — one that was heavy on
and belief as to the circumstan- inning.
pass defense, development of a
. nook .ti, J
:Iohabet.
JIM CULLIVAlle
Burdette, who had outlasted
ttes and conditOrre under which
passing offense, and development
rochbolders and security holders Larsen. was even at 2-2 with
Head Coach
of a defense capable of stopping
SEE THESE AND OTHER GOOD CAR BUYS
who do not appear upon the Bullet Bob Turley. pitching in
Louisville's varied offense.
Coach
CulJan
Murray
State
h:s
third
straight series game,
baairs of the company as trustees.
hold stock arid secorities in a and had retired :he first two livan listed three reasons for his
AT
NAMED TO BOARD
capacity other than that of a Yankee bailers in the eighth team's defeat at Eastern Saturgood
day
was
big.
first
The
a
when the roof caved in.
bona Ede owner.
Ledger & Tunes File
NEW YORK (UPI) — Nelson
Yogi Berra. wha has caught Maroon team, led by hard-run5. The average number of
t
ning halfback Bishop, the second Poynter. resident
and ecEtor ot
'
mare
series
copies of each issue of this
games than any
Honoring Mrs. Thelma McCuiston on her 67th bi
the St.
etersburg, Fla., Time..
catcher in histOry and also had was costly penalities, and the
day, relatives and friends gathered
her home near publication sold or distributed.
Hauge, former ecotined
'
124 inadequate' Murray and Gab
N. 7th at Main
New Concord last Sunday for a basket dinner. In the •hrough the mails or otherwise. set- a record for total bases, lined
Phone 833
pass &Sense.
.1
• f•
SoP ilipM ler achtistp d6ttsideiat Eiafternoon the group took pictures and enjoyed a lovely 'o paid subscribers during the a doubie off the right field
senhower, were named Tuesday
fence,
inside
12
just
the
months
foul
line.
preceding
the date
The coach said that Easter-es to the board of trustees
social hour.
of the
played just as he had predicted, Citizenship Clearing House
Mrs. Murray Key is in Chicago for a visit with Mina ,(own above was: (This infor- • Elsoon Howard bounced a
to center and that turned out and as he had predicted, either
Pauline Burk. formerly with the Mason Memorial Hos- mato n is Inquired from daily,
The Clearing House IS a nunto be the ball game It didn't team could 'have won. 'We had
pital. After leaving Chi:ago she wilt go to South Bend, weekly. seml-weekly. and triprofn educsitismaal organnotio-.
weekly newapapers only.) 2518 matter — except for icing on the two or three chances to win," he whose
Ind., for a visit with her daughter. Mrs. Kent Edwards
purpose is to work ss.
cake — that Andy Carey follow- said. "But each chance was lost
paid circulation
political science teachers in
•and Dr. Edwards.
ed with an infield single and !WI a Murry', mistake. Yau can't
James C. Williams
t41Yeges and WIIV ersi::es to e:.
Mrs. Eaf Huie of Ihe•VOle FlOaver Shop has returnels '
sworn to and subseribed be.. Moose Skowron with a three-run wake more than one mistake courage political
activity by co.from Chicago. where she attended a florist pre-holiday 'fore me
against a good team like Eastern lege students.
th1 7th day of October homer.
school.
1054. James L. Harmon. My
Cushion For Turley
and win."
Lamp-kin-sr. - w-bo - suf+ered-- a broken wrist - mrros,sion expires on
'put that blast' of Moose's
October
The Racers were called for 95
resulting from a recent fall,'has returned to her home A. 195&
really gave rise a big cushion,"
Open 6:00
Start 6:45
•
after receiving treatment at the Murray Hospital.
Turley sad
wasn't worried yards in penalities during the
game,
lost
ball
the
once
on
a
Miss Marion Crawford W WI hostess at a meeting of
any
more with four runs going
Kentucky High School
fumble, and once on a pass inthe Woman's Society of Christian Service of the Lynn
for me.
An Acre of Laughs
they
were
Football
Results
Grove Methodist Church on Wednesday evening.
Turley had crime into the third terception - when
knoakong
at
the
baryon
goal
tinted Press international
srunng with men on second and
and a
Ia.u.sv..)e St Xavier 26
first and only one out. He got line.
If you act promptly, you are
As in the first two games. the
Barnful of Fun!
Valley 12
out of that inning and went on
entitled to an exciting FREE
Spongfield 32 St Charles 13
to allow only two hits in six- Murray defense was deadly
S
E
E
ageiest a running game, and the aook that proves how to hear 1
Cumberland 40 Leslie County 6 and -two-thirds innings.
tlearly again with both ears, sol
Maroons
held
were
to
gains
few
Black Star 33 Wallins -12
One was a home run which
sou can tell who is ta1kingl1
Lynch 7 Knox Central 6
catcher Del Crandall of the until they discovered the Racers' where sounds
come from.
Providence (Ind) 241 Durrett 14 Braves hit in the sixth inning weak pees defense.
Guard Willie Nickerson was
Trinity 20 Shawnee 6
Sfmple words and pictures
to tie the score at 2-2. That
turned out to be the Braves' last Murray's outstanding player far describe an amazing Beltone ingame, according to Cullivan.'eention created tor folks who
COLOR
Eight•man Football
affinsive gesture of the day. the
Other linemen who he cited for 'won't wear a hearing
.lineville 61 Park City 0
Pinch-hitter Joe Adcock singled
aid for
good, steady games were Guard
with two men out in the ninth
fear of being conspicuous.
,:,,,.but it was tobslittle and far AO Davis and Center Bill Taylor.
SUNDAY and
Tackle Jim Chapman, who sufFor your 2nd chance at hapMONDAY
too late.
fered a bruised hip early A n the piness in family, social, businesil
For Turley. who had kept the
game. was sorely Missed.
We, write for valuable book sent
Yankees alive by winning the
Backfield play was spot
fifth game in Now Yoe& and
in plain wrapper. Write Belton'
However. Quarterback '11.5-niyie
then pfeserved Wednesdays New
Babb showed much improvement Hearing Service, Box 727, Padurerk .4-3-111 inning inborn with
rntef eafref '11
i.• Tfa1f6-acii bih, Kentucky.
three pitches, retiffd Red SchDick Vineek pla`ated hie usual
•
eendienst on a line drive to
Mickey Mantle.
Long, Toiegb Read
That closed things out — wes
the Yankees on tap once agai.
l' had been a lino rough road
TOMMY SANDS Reeks and Rolls his way to movie stardom in
Cane Ka w o
Larsen, who had kept if
his LI& -debut in Sing Boy Sing.- Twentieth Contury-Fnx
Clint "Cheyenne" Walker stars
CinernaScope musical an.; starring Lili Gentle...opening Sunday
! with Virginia Mayo in -Fort
at the Murray Drive-In •Ii.estre. Produced and directed by
Henry .Ephron. the tilsn de.- with the rise id a young Southern- I Dobbs" showing on the same
pr,,gram with Walt DIED!,
born man ,P become the !niging ic1,1 I :he nation's' seenagere.
-Secrets Of Life" in Techni
Edmond 013ricr. and John McIntire to
,
. co-starred
the film,
coler at the Varsity Theatre
oitos twelve now songs.
!
arid SWIirelay
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ow On Display
NEW

'59 OLDSMOBILE
'59 CADILLAC

•

— ALSO —

Cullivan Lists Three Reasons
Why Murray Lost To Eastern

•

Good Buys In Used Cars

r

'58 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Bel Aire
'53 OLDSMOBILE 88 Holiday Coupe,
local car.
'53 PLYMOUTH 4-dr.
'52 FORD 2-dr.
'51 OLDSMOBILE
'S4 FORD 4-dr.

•

1 NEW '58 OLDSMOBILE
98 4-door Hardtop

•

Ten Years Ago Today
at

1

•

J. T. Hale Motor Sales

Fat

•

•

Don't Be Deal
Tear Out This Ad!

TOMMY SANDS
'4- LILI GENTLE

•

•

i

s

EDMOND O'BRIEN

FOR
ADULTS
ONLY1

Starts SUNDAY!

WANTED

00
",

•

6.••11 i.velbe hai

ST

BEST
PILM
SUM a IONS
psi,
WINO I

a

One of the major insurance co:npanies who has had
representation in Mayfield, Murray and surrounding
territory for the past 25 years is bterested in contacting
an ambitious man who aspires to an income well into
five figures, enjoy a lot of freedom, no debit to collect,
but have a lot of business transfer:ed to him for renewal
commission and an adequate finance plan until established in the business. This is an unusual opportunity for an
ambitious person who really want:, to get ahead and be
able to command the respect alid admiration of his
friends and neighbors. Please write P.O. Box 328,
Paducah, Ky., giving age, employroent for past five
Years and family stat.,..

•

LYON.

PULL SIZE, 60- a 30"
OFFICE DESK

• Recessed handles for sleek, smooth b•owty.
•Streamhned, fuN-width drawer fronts.
• Large fit, drawer can be used in top or bottom
position — all drawers interchangeable.
• Heavy duty, groy linoleum top is trimmed with
beveled stainless steel.
• Attractive, harmonizing gray enamel finialn
• Completely welded construction.
ONLY
• Sturdy. skid-typo bass.

ROCK

JENNIFER VITTORIO

HUDSON • JONES • DE StCA
•

• Adjustable feet For
• Other models available.

$12450
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ally Express crisaid the embassy
• decline. It sent
tion Eisenhower
to be consider-
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MURRAY HIGH FOOTBALL
•

•
•

•

•

Cars
•

•

•

•

•

•

:AR BUYS

Sales

sons 833

MURRAY HIGH
vs.
BOWLING GREEN

ire
r Coupe,
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•
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•

TONIGHT!

HOLLAND STADIUM
8:00 o'clock
•

The following civic-minded merchants and businessmen
urge you to support our team. Their success,brings credit and recognition to Murray - attend the games,and cheer
the Tigers on to Victory!
Parker's Standard Oil Agency

Parker Motors

John H. Parker, Agent — Phone 300

Your Friendly F 0 R D Dealer

Max Churchill Funeral
Service

lry%

Pt9P.'.411"1001-1(

•

Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.
Parker Popcorn

•

Bank of Murray

tt%

Superior Laundry-Cleaners
sfas
Roberts Realty
Jimmy Rickman - Bill Presson - Hoyt Roberts

A

Bill & Dot's Restaurant
Caldwell Used Cars
310 North 4th — Phone 634

••••

.
..II ...re

Murray Auto Parts
•

Hughes Paint and Wallpaper

1958 Murray High School Schedule

•

Sept. 5 - Halls, Tenn'... 14- 7

Oct. 17 - Madisonville ... Away

Sept. 12 - Russellville ... 19- 6

Oct. 24 -

Sept. 19- Morganfield ..

Oct. 31 - Hopkinsville ... Away

6-32

Open

4r,

•

•

CONGRATULATIONS, TEAM!
We're With You All The Way

tpt. 26- Mayfield

12-13

Nov. 7 - Paris

Oct. 3 - Fulton

27-26

Nov. 14 - Trigg .County . Home

Oct. 10 - Bowling Green

Home

Away

9,
• "'"":"'"

.•?."-""" • _
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Phone 1685

Lochie Landolt, Editor

d
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By John N. Langone
United Press International
BLOCK ISLAND, R. I. UPI
—The fiery ghost ship Palatine,
doomed to sail forever the murky
waters of Block Island Sound,
could show up anytime.
Tuesday, October 14
Saturday, October 11th
,
That's what Sant Mott, proMrs. Ed Griffin reported on
The Murray Star Chapter No.
The Captain Wendell 0 u ry
prietor of the Spring House and
chapter of the DAR will meet in 433 OIEG will meet at seven- the South American Cruise made Narragansett Hotel, said.
the home of Mrs. P. A. Hart at thirty in the !wiling at the by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
one has seen her yet
H. T. Waldrop, last summer, to
two-tit:toy in the afternoon. Mrs. MaGail hall.
this year," Mott said, "but somethe Delta Club Tuesday night.
Foreman Graham will be assistone usually does—sometime. We
She read a paper prepared by
ant hostess. All members are
sew it, or maybe thought we did,
scheduled
who
was
meeting.
mother
attend
the
urged to
her
Wednesday. October 15th
when I was a youngster."
• • ••
•
The J. N. Chaieer of the Unit- to be the speaker. Mrs. Waldrop
rit
And, the natives of this tiny
operMonday. October 13th
husband,
an
with
her
is
Confederacy
of
Daughge_rs
ed
island have either heard rela,
The Euzehan Class of the First will have their meeting at the aove patient in a Memphis hoslives tell of seeing the Palatine...
Baptist, Church will meet in the Murray Electric Building at 600 p.tal. Atte. Matt Spark ma n,
or have seen it themselves.
h.me of Mrs. Leon Collie at for a pot-luck dinner.
chairman, eceadueted the busiListen to their story;
sc.% en o'clock in the evening.
Mr. L. D. Miller of the Murray ness.
In 1732, the Palatine, ioadad
Gr_iip One will be in charge.
Chamber of Commerce will apMrs Garnett Jones, program diown with wealthy Dutch fami••••
pear before the meeting with a chairman, introduced Mrs. Grit- lies and their belongings, sailed
The Business Guild of the proposition for the chapter.
for Philadelphia..
fin and Mrs Louise Jones who Strun)
Fret Christian Church will meet
Hostesses, Mrs. E. S. Ferguson,
"If !Oillf the RProde Island coaat, durin the home of Mrs. Delvin Mrs. Hattie Purtiorn and Mrs. I). gave three vocal numbers
I loved You," -All the things; jag a raging blizzard, the crew
Langston at seven - thirty pm. F. McConell. ,
you are" and -Old Woman"; and mutinied and abandoned the stop
C. -hostess will be Mrs. William
lu her paseengers.
All members are urged to ataccomparrient, Miss P a t
her
Von Meter.
tend.
Wreckers on Block Island lurOwen. Both musicians are stued the Palatine closer to shore
- •
dents of Murray State College.
The Bethany Sunday School
The dinner meeting is tradiclass of the First Baptist Church
Thursday, October 16th
ts. 11 meet in the home of Mrs.
tionally the angual starter for
The Home department of the the club year. Mrs. Myrtle Wall
Eradicate
Prevent
August Wilson at seven in the
c% ening. Group one will be in Woman's Club will meet at two- opened the meeting with prayer.
MICE
—
ROACHES
thirty in the afternoon at the
charge.
In the business that forlov.,e1
The Altar Society of St, Leo!' club house. snr. B. J. 'Pitman will the program and meal, Mrs.
TERMITES
— RATS
Catholic Church will meet in the , speak on h-S•priotimn and Mrs. Sparkman introduced the cornh me of Mrs. John Shroat at Noel Melugin is pr gram chair- m:::ees of the year — telephone,
man. Hostesses are Meadasnos 0.
eight p.m.
•Mesdames Fticherd•Tuck, Graves
, B. Boone. C. 0. Boncturant, Oil• • ••
Hendon, Jack Kennedy and Aubver
Cherry,
B.
C.
Corn,
Nix
The Sigma department of the
rey Hatcher; cancer. Mesdames
1Crawford,
and
August Wilson.
W man's club will meet at the
W J Gibson, Wells Purdom,
club house at seven-thirty p.m.;
••••
The Destructive Termite
Myrtle Wall; courtesy, Mesdames
L
taient will be featured on
Connie Ford and Ronald ChurchFREE INSPECTION
:he program. Hostesses will be
Mr and Mrs Amos Chambers ill; program. Mrs
Garnett Jones,
Mesdarnee Roy Starks. Allen Mc- of Detroit.
arrived in Mrs E B. Howton, and Mrs. J.
Coy, Tip RiTTIler. and Ben Tieva- ' Murray_ Monday for several days
I. Basic*.
-than.
— Lir-sensed & Insured—
with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Mosick reported on the
SAM KELLEY
state project of working toward
giving attention to the physically
Phone 441
handicapped and asked the department 'o consider the oppor506 W. Main St
tunities here. Mrs. Gibson talked
lelephone 130
briefly on the report of the
''YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'
cancer committee. Mrs. Sparkman made the report of It
executive board of the Genera.
Woman's Club — stating the
first project is to work on a new
parking space for the club anr:
building a retaining wall for the
north boundary of the club lot-1
As a money making and a Head
relationship project, a party is
being scheduled for the entirehrb for early fall.

SOCIAL CALENDAR

6

with a lantern — and she amash.
ed into rocks off Sandy Point the
clay after Christmas.
The paseengers, screaming in
Panic, 7=4:red from the ill-fated
ship and attempted to fight their
way to shore through the icy
surf.
The wreckers looted her even
as the hapless men, women and
children drowned in the black,
wild water. Either aecticlentaly or
deliberwely, the Palatine was set
afire..
One woman passenger rebated
to leave, and the ship caught in
the teeth of the howling gale,
was driven back out to sea. The
woman's screams were stifled by
the storm.
Frequently, since chat day,
people have reported seeing the
Palatine — her rigging and hull
blazing. People like Miss Nellie
Maxwell; who said she saw the
Palatine within the last few
years; Clarence Lewis, who vowed his father saw it; Miss Elizabeth Dickens, who said her

'Natives On
Island Wait
For Ship

Mrs. Ed Griffin
Reports On Cruise
To Delta Club

10, 1958
FRIDAY — OCTOBER .........
••
•
.••

KENTUCKY

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

PERSONALS

SCOTT DRUG CO.

And if you're ever on Block
Island on a night a storm is
brewing, turn an ear seaward.
You might hear the long, piteous
wail of the Palatine's lone passenger.

4

OAKLEY
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
BACK TROUBLE

-

NERVE DISORDERS

-

HEADACHES RHEUMATISM or ARTHRITIS
Call or come by the clinic today and make your
appointment. This free examination is only for
a few more days.

Dr. E. H. Oakley
Chiropractor
Aurora, Ky.
HOURS:
16:00 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon., Wed., Thurs. & Fri:

1:00 p.m.- 8 p.m. Sunday. Closed Tue. & Sat.

A

Phone ELmwood 4-4140
Fairdealing

Decorations were Hallow • -.
ideas. Those present were: Miss dame, Stanford Andrus, Jame
Blalock. A. D. Butterworth, Ronald Churchill, F. Z. Crawford.
C. B. Ford. W. J. Gibson. Georgi•
Bar, Anbrey Hatcher, Gray.
Hendon, J. I. Messick, E. B. How ton.
Russell Johnson, Garnett done'
Robert S. Jones. Jack Kenneci:.
A. H. Kopperud, Prentice La••.sater, Ralph fAcCuiston,
Monday, Wilbur Outland, Hug'.
Oakley, George E. Overbey.
C. Parker, Wells PuTclum, Ma
Sparkman, Graves Sledd,
Sparks, Charles Tuttle, Myr:
Wall, Elliott Wear; Misses Rut'
Lassiter, Frances Sexton, Rub
Simpson, Lorene Swann, Rubie
Smith.
Mrs. Carrot Lassiter and sister,
Mrs. Dole Jones spent last weekend in Memphis, Tenn., visiting
with ',another sister and her family.
• • •• •
Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann
spent Sunday in Memphis, Tenn
with their daughter, Jean an..
her family.

Ave X. Lt1,urcIit1 j0r,untra1 gomt
lit libliSE OF SERVICE SINCE

'ionalb 111-Qljurcl1iII,(Avner

Corner

at 4th &

EratiSIVE
24 HOUR
ArasulANCE
E it VICE
OX YG EM
EQUIPPED

Our firm is the older funeral
directing organization fin this
area. The experience we've acquired since our firm was established, in 1886, enables Us tci
offer a funeral service that Is
outatathling in every respect.

7

r

Phone 433

Mein

FOR

HOUSE TRADE
737-M-4.

MO
let)
ForiTractor.
Coles near Gre
954-W-1.

AN
BUY OF ALL TIME!

,LOOK! 10 A
storm wincows
and 1 door in
,the triple traol
nient, up to 34
Home Comfor
South 12th St.

Bates "Belmont"-the rewest Heirloom created
by Botes for b..idger-wisa home makers. A buy of
buys for volve received, 9enerousty sized-revera.
ible, preshrunk ond crease resistont. White and
Antique White, bullion fringed, twin or full Size.

CASE TRACT
sickle bar. Goo
ID 6-3345.

25 ACRE FM
Murray, East I
tact Clifton C
7I6-M-4.

Starts SUNDAY!
DAVID 0.
SELZNICK mouth bis proSKtIgui et

•

IMES H

•

"BELMONT"

ONE 7 ROOM
4 rwm apartti
apaillaent. Pr%
room home No
lot 65 x 130,
electric heat. ..1
10f6 Gatlin But

4 GRADE CO
bred heifers to
uory; 7 bull ca
wheel trailer c
.%elliof corn. B.
ID T-3427.

HOUSE TRAIL
737-M-4 1--

Specially Priced at

20 BRED INN
Angus c evs an

ROCK

JENNIFER VMORIO

HUDSON -JONES • DE SICA

For Used
Transportation

on Land
on the Sea
OR

in the Air
SEE US!
To Be More
Specific ...
For
A CAR
A BOAT
AN AIRPLANE
- see -

TAYLOR
MOTORS

•

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

•

COON hp(

DATES
h

Announcing

FOR THE

For Those Who Suffer With....

,

---

••••••mg•••••=1.11

iimarAir

FREE X RAY
EXAMINATION
At The

aro visiting this week in the
homes of Mrs. Leila McDaniel,

Four of the vereck'Is survivors
Mrs. George Jones, Mrs. Onus
died at the home of Miss Dickens' great-great-great graridlathMiss Lilyan MoMillan and Miss
and Mrs. kiallie Key.
Bailey
er. If you take a short walk Louise Morse Dean of Frankfort,
from her house through lonely
fields, you'll come upon their
paves, marked by four worn,
crude stones set atop a bushchoked mound.

TERMITES

MURRAY LOAN CO.

FRIUAY

1.W.a...q.••••••••••111•1118181511

grandtelber emu. it.

•

John T. and Tommye D. :Taylor, President and
Vice-Pres. of Taylor Motor Company, are very pleased
to announce that Grayson McClure has joined them and
Clayton Pritchard in the new and used car department of
Taylor Motors.

$

Chrysler

Oct. 10'

WE ARE ALSO HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE

Plymouth

TAYLOR MOTORS IS THE NEW

Oct. 16

Studebaker

DEALER

Week of Nov.10

For Expert Auto Service
See 'Robert (Bob) Bazzell, service manager at
Taylor's for twelve years, and he guarantees satisfaction.
1

:

SEE THE '59 DODGE NOW ON DISPLAY AT

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.

:•••

Each of these cars is
a star in its own
right.
_ •
Elegant styling is featured in each car and
the price range is varied to suit every new
car

,
rtlp,:ht

tri;

wagon Bois
wen.
One day is
In N
-Tog
they Sr.' lost.
mit this, atm
arrive.] at his
work he coon
A cavalry usi
Butler comes I
light, for he I
admirer ellen
Camp Supply.
I-Juliet loaves I
supply of arm
tap Troop has
fiffhen Bat Kg
havinie passer
Butt his Sew
dangerous pat,
l'ati I ,it•st I oate
helve them.

Cl
AT BEZEA

Oct. 24

Grayson cordially invites all of his friendsand
former customers to visit him in his new location ....
Tour visits and your business will be sincerely appreciated.
.
6.1A2i•Mill

STUDEBAKER

I

NEW CAR
SHOWINGS

Grayson, with approximately twenty years experience in the automotive industry is widely known and
respected for his ability in the automotive field. He has
dealt with used cars extensively and, with a partner, had
Fie Studebaker dealership for a number of years.

AN'
a, •

buyer.

CHRYSLER - DODGE - P LYMOUTH - STUDEBAKER
MEMBER. THE ORDER OF THE GOLDEN RULE
tee„,
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In. Leila McDaniel,
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Herefurd cows, 40 small steer
calves, 20. srnalI, heifer calves.
J. W. Ward, Hickman, Kentucky,
10-13C ONE
HOUSE TRAILER, 30 foot. Call phone 2186 or 2917.
OF THE MAJOR Insurance
737-M-4.
10-11P 'TRACTOR
WAGON. In good companies who has had reprecondition. See Equal Williams, sentation ?n Mayfield, Murray
MOILING MACHINE for
10-11C and surrounding territory for the
For
'Tractor. See Mrs. Harry er call him at 1474.
past 2,5 years is interested in
Coles near Green Plain or phone
FORD PICKUP bush and bog contacting an ambitious man
954-W-1.
10-NC disk.
New 6000 pound electric who aspires to an income well
&LOOK! 10 Alum self stonng eheel wagon. $129.25. Vinson into five figures, enjoy a lot of
Storm wine:tows with alum screen Tractor Co. Phone 2264. Cadiz freedom, no debit to collect, but
and 1 door installed $189. Also Road.
10-11C have a lot of business tranderred
,,the triple track. No down payONE DUO-THERM OIL Healer to rh'im for renewal commiseion
ment, up to 38 months to pay.
with blower, in excellent con- and an adequate finance plan
Home Comfort Company, 108
dition. Also one Crosley Shel- until established in the business.
South 121a Street. Phone 1303
vador refrigerator, one Maytag This Is an unusual opportunity
10-14-C
waaher with equate aluminum for an ambitious person who
-CASE TRACTOR, VA1 with tub, one apartment size Westing- really wants to get ahead and bo
sickle bar. Good condition. Phone house electric stove. See Bill able to command the respect and
10-11C Miller, RFD 2 or Phone 950-R-4. admiration of his friends ad
ID 6-3345.
neighbors. Please write P. 0.
10-11C
25 ACRE FARM, 3 mile from
Box 336, Paducaib, Ky., giving
Murray, East highway 94. Conage, employment for past five
tact Clifton Campbell, Phone NEW 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, 1.04 years and family status.
TFC
716-M-4.
10-10P acre lot on beautiful S ledd
Creek, overloking Ky. Lake and RIDER TO California to share
ONE 7 ROOM HOME North 6th, dam, 1.8 miles from Ky. Dam expenses and driving. October 20,
4riliern apartment and 3 room Village. Ideal for permaneret liv- 1958, Contact Dean Kelley or
apailkient. Price $5500. One 5 ing. All conveniences and serv- call 1424-J.
10-14C
room le me North 13th St., nice ices of city living, paved road.
lot 83 x 120, priced $3700 has $11,506, Financing can be ar&F
7OUND
electric heat. Jones and Tatum, ranged. Richard Durrett, 106 N.
106 Gatlin Building, phone 78.
14th, Ph. 1365-W.
10-11P
.e•
f 10-11C
LOST: Man's 1658 Murray State
College Ring, size 13, blue stone.
4 GRADE COWS, all bred; 5
Initials P. H. M. It found please
bred hiefers to freshen in Jancall 36I-O or 2004. Reward,
uary; 7 bull calves. Also a four
MODERN FURNISHED Apart10-13P
wheel trailer or will trade for
ment. Electric heat. Phone 739.
yellto corn. B. H. Elkins, phone
10-11P
ID T-3427.
10-13P
LOOT OR STRAYED: Toy Manchester puppy, black with brown
HOUSE TRAILER, 30 foot. Call
•
737-M-4. 1- •
lff-18P THREE p_OOM APARTMENT. markings. About 12 inches high.
UNfurnished. $30.00 407 North Name "Pepper." Reward. Phone
20 BRED
NGUS COWS, 10 16th, W. Z. Carter, Phone 379-J. 1797-J or 2183. 1406 Poplar.
Angus cows and calves, 30 bred
10-13C
10-13P

FOR SALE

j

WANTED

4P---

7—FOR —RENT

•
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BY WILL COOK

L.:revolt

t"T ns.e 114A7'PENr.Th
areas to keep the wind from
.
cot
tir IR Min it was so st.
••.-.
ali ..iiwiu.a.
Et. •
at he tx.1d• it capable ot
ai and serrie,1
, Wowing him away.
Wipers
the reti/t.e
The world
ina1with treat iloa ,vas suddenly a tag and terrifying
sin l'1111
witagou tram 1,Iiinois Into the South. place and he tad never realty
west
heel in it befcre.
Olie day In hostile Indian country i
Through the long night hours
in
Tessa- Elizabeth realtraus
tr.. lost. Paul rather than ad' lie lay there, praying and ciastog
hilt thin. announces that they nave
orris e.1 at his chosen spot. With.• The rain came, stinging him raw.
week he completes • sod but there. driving a new chill and a new
A ,a,alry unit led by Lieut. Harry fear into him.
/Rol, iitines upon it--to Butler's deHow dear was the dawn, even
light. for tin had become Clisabetb's
admirer when the wagon paused at a muddy and raw dawn that
camp Supply. With Indians near-by
promised no better a day than
hut., leasse hot personal con. and
supply of ammunition with Paul when the one before. still Paul Rettig
has to ode on
welcomed it. He decided to re
terrilat Itastersen nn,1 Pat narrrtt
PalMers-t,,'. The) warn Poo main where he was until the storm
that his few home la ante. k In the blew itself out.
dangerous path of • buffalo run but
lie was hungry and unbearably,
Paul obstinately chooses not to bechilled, yet there was nothing he
lieve them.
could do about either, what food
CHAPTER 7
he had carried along was gone
A T BREAKFAST, Paul Ret- with the horses; so eager had he
hg ate without speaking, hut been to be rid of them that he
%vb. n he pushed the tin plate forgot about toed, and him weepaway, he said, "I'll hitch up the OrIS, until now.
team and go to Adobe Walls for
Thunder began to nimble In

kTES

.•

.THE

7::;;;;.irra

1 CAR
WINGS

sler

ct. 24

the distance and Paul Rettig ig.
-1"That'1l take four days," Eliza- nored it for a time, then the
filith said. ?Paul, you can build sound came so insistent that hr •
without It."
waa forced to listen. This was a
"By making my place small- thunder he had never heard be-

edge
ct. 10

er1" Rettig

otending

the grassed plain.
The soddy noon disappeared and
Paul Rettig knew a long moment
of hesitation, a moment when

turning 'back would have been
easy, and swallowing his pride

ct. 16

these cars is
in its own
ight.
tyling is feaEtach car and
range is varit every new

would have been easy. Yet remembrance of the two buffalo
hunters' talk kept him moving;
he hated their surety, their knowAidge, their experience, and he
• Illited worse what he took to be a
J silent contempt for his ignorance.
i
Like most men who doubted
' their ability, Paul Rettig was
veiy rensitive and longed for a
position of esteem In the eyes of
reMasterson
When
othel-s.
turned, Paul Rettig waritA a
door up, and windows, and &stout
roof over his head; this would
show Masterson that he wasn't a
fool, but a man who could do for
illipmself when he got around to it.
Toward evening the sky began

,

I

said,

"'Ph,re's a r. ler teleee

Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance

LONDON (UPI) - The -Chez
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, Eng.
UPI - Mrs. Ethel Jamieson Peter," a Themes River country
said it was true: She stole a club and favorite haunt of Queen
piece of beef, a piece of bacon l'Elizabeth's fun-loving cousin the
and a baby's rattle from astore, peace of Kent, was closed today
She blamed her thieving spree on because it served liquor after
four "pep pills" she Wok. The hours.
fine was $42.
'A Maidenhead court Tuesday
ordered the club "struck off,"
because it "was deliberately run
without any attention being paid
regulatlons." .

NOT RESPONSIBLE for bills
present or future unless signed
by Mr. or =re, W. T. MeKeel,
10-13P
PIANOS AND ORGANS-- Robert Wortune Piano tuner with
26 years professional experience
is direct factory authorized dealer in Story and Clark Pianos
and Lowery Organs. Show rooms
at 1019 Chickasaw Road in Paris,

Cleatus Wilson, October 20, 1956.
In loving memory of our dear
husband and Dad.
You left a beautiful memory
and a Sorrow to great to be
told '
But to us who loved and lost
you
Your memory will never grow
old.
The family
'Lillie Wilson and Mr. and
Mrs. A. Spencer
11TP
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- For RARE and EXOTIC
HARDY NURSERY
STOCK
IN BALLS and
CANS
4.7 Miles South of
Murray on
Highway 641
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suddenly there Was a sunburst of
pain in his chest and the walls of
his heart broke as he stumbled
and fell.
Paul Rettig never knew when
the herd passed over him, on and
on, through the day, and all that
When dawn came, the
night.
prairie was ripped and torn by
hooves and no sign remained that
man had ever made his feeble
track across it.
• • •

Wheat the day turned hot and
the flies began to bite with their
back teeth adi well as their nibto muddy up, turning ugly to- blers, Bat Masterson made up his
ward 'the northwest, and just be- mind and he did not have to talk
fore dark he knew that • twister Pat Garrett into S thing: the tall

was building. Rettig supposed
that he ought to seek some shelter, only there was none. Dismounting, he sought refuge along
the shallow river hank, but he
found quicksand there and hastily
retreated. He had trouble hold-

Texan had reaclasd • simultane0119 conclusion: they turned their
horses back toward Paid Rettig's

soddy.
The wind got there ahead of
them, but out by far. Garrett

Starts SUNDAY!

DAVID 0
SECZNiCK peewees priesslim d

Sss• your "WT140111210 eOtelAN SAtIS AND Smite!
°aim SAW
SPECIADST TODAYI if. wiil help you choose th• right motor end
attachment to islii/I yo: cutting requirements, Neli tali you shoo
ie. generous.
60 day worrenty that protects your investearst while
the Paulen proem
Itself to you....14•11 eaploin 'tow, on easy terms, with a
small down paywent you con stort producing today ...increasing your income
OS your
Paulen pays for itself,., don't delay, corns in loday ;or a
denionstratiors
of how a Paulen will cut operating costs th• day you 'tort vecg
a Poyiaai
Chain Sow.

-if/

— ALSO
REDWOOD 2 x 4s, 8-ft.
88.50 per 100
GALVANIZED ROOFING
CREOSOTE POLES, BARN POLES, FENCE POSTS
5/s" 4 x 8 CD PLYWOOD SHEATHING .. 17 1 2* ft.

10 41

43
li•c..1

Sykes Bros. Lumber

.,_

ROLK
JENNIFER VITTORIO
HUDSON • JONES • DE SICA

2

.:','•'.'e'-'
r. 07 Lflttedes ant Syndics e. Ituc.

Company

Cirstacire.E COLOR WO( UM

New Concord Road

9

Phone 388
by Ft.eburn Van Buren

NANCY

AUNT FRITZI --GOING TO BE
HUMPTY DUMPTY
IN THE
SCHOOL-

ooat.
-Where's my pa,"
Masterson sh00% his he"e 'e• '

HUMPTY DUMPTY
SAT ON A
WALL ---- HUMPTY
DUMPTY

I HOPE YOU VE
STUDIED YOUR
LINES

(

there som-. here! Pea Q.)
,
own, son. No one con h -lo
"You goin' to let him die:"
There was rage in the bri7, re-1
fear for his father.
"Son, I can't—" The ho
but
F!-- r
to jerk
away
grabbed him.
"Where you goinglf"_
"To find him!" Fie itri

PLAY

AS_
t. no. 1.1 1 t-,00 okm
,•••••0
CoC-C —9-lhomert ,••••••• {,•••04

.El•c/SACAeix 4.ER-

by Ernie Busheisilles.

A.BBlE ea' SLATS
WELL (CHUCKLE),THAT CRISIS IS PAST!
SINCE POOR BECKY 15 NO. LONGER.
AMONGST THE LIVING, THERE'S NOT
THE GHOST OF A Ctie‘NCE MY LITTLE
SECRET WU. EVER BE UNCOVERED:

thing.
The Roddy came down, brick by
brick, because Paul Rettig mad
not bothered to do a good -rob.
Elizatx.th found It hard to believe
that a wind could be so strong as
to roll clods of dried earth ac-oss
When one strere
the ground.
her arm hard enough to break it.
she was convinced that the etcments were now unleashed In all
their abounding fury.
She lay hack, white-faaed, her
lip caught between her teeth, hoping she cook) endure the pain
without sound. Masterson glanced
at her, then gave her acloser inspection. "You hurt?" He took
her Arm to shake her and theo
she Vried out.
Her right arm was broken between wrist and elbow. Already
swelling was distorting the anti,
miffing the flesh drum tight.
Masterson swore in sympathy.
then ripped up his elk-hide coat
to bind her arm.
The sound alerted Masterson
first and when he glanced at Garrett he saw that the tall Texan's
ears had picked it up; identified
growing thunder, the
it, the
trembling of the ground.
"The horsea!" Masterson sheeted, stumbling to his feet; Garrett
was already untying the animals
and driving them forward against

stayed outside with the horses
Finally he got while Masterson shouted his ques- the windi to the edge of the pit
ing the horses.
Watching them, Elizabeth thought
ipred of fighting them and re- tions against the wind.
"Where's your brother?"
they had bothegone mad, then she
leased them.
Elizabeth shook her head. .**On looked out In the diatsece and
Suddenly, without animals, he
saw the long dirty line of buffalo
realized how alone a man can be. the way to Adobe Walls!"
' I hope he's got sense enough running in blind panic.
. Be could only get down on the
(To F103 COO *bladed)
i ground and hug it, gripping the to dig • deep hole," Masterson

and

•9 ...
:}52
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COMPANY
Phone 262
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MURRAY LUMBER

POULAN 'FY MODEL

' I %

,43

for information only call

IMiarAdrft

77 *178

•..0il •
•
.%
%
W.V.

42

Recommended by 96 Lumber
Companies in This Area

with help like this

2 . :,,:".' 73

30 L',... 3,

Guarantee Covering Cost
of Future Repairs

PRODUCTION UP

" 17

."•;•:,1
23
.;.,,„76

14

CALL
TERM/MX!
In our 31st year of
termite control
work

KEEP CUTTING COST DOWN

Miss Cattie Lou Miller, popular
secretary to former Governor
Earle C. Clements and former
Governor Lawrence W. Wether
by, is joining the state head
quarters staff of Bert Combs,
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for governor. MisMiller resigned as advertisine
manager of a Louisville publice
lion to take her new assignment.'

13
!4

TERMITES?

POULAN 'F' MODEL

117-3.1415
Si' Babylonian
deity
110-Ci,rnpasa

T.' '‘'is 6
5:','W

QUINTS FOR GUPPY
ANN ARBOR. Mich. UPI Mrs. Doris Lemble had a baby,
her fourth daugh'er, and then
she had quintuplets. The mul
tiple birth was that of a guppy,
sent
her as a hospital gift.

El Rancho

SINGER Sewing Machine Representative now living in Murray WOMAN FOR PART time house
10-13C
For sales, service or repairs, work. Phone 700.
contact Bill Adams, 201 S. 13th
St. Phone 1564-4k1 or 2067-R,
Memories
Murray, Ky.
TFC

MOWN

horizon he saw them, a line of hand, over her mouth and looked
bowed, brown-black backs, loom- slightly horrified, but she was •
ing toward him, buffalo on a wild practical woman, and underat sod
stampede.
that Masterson had done the right

Paul Rettig then did what all
men do when faced With the unIncredible, the
believable, the
overpowering; he got to his feet
and ran. faster than he had ever
run before. Eyes glazed, heart
pumping, shtiya whipping across
his cheeks, the'ran until his thighs
were aflame, then ran some more,
until the flame went out and a
numbness came over him. Then

DUKE'S CLUB CLOSED

PEP

r

R
Print.%
i elicits )
t'a
men. urn
3.Soul hern
black bird
4-Communists
5- I eeln•n•
chile!
7- Behold!

Pat Garrett had the horses in
the pit Pau! Rettig had dug to
Masterson
get his sod blocks.
shovel] the children into it, then
lumped in. pulling Irlizabcth after
him
"What about Paul?'
his
Masterson
shook
bead.
--If.
'He'll have to look after t
Nothin' we can do for nu r
Toni Rettig crawled over to
whete Masterson croune -el
---1las body partially shieldirheth, and he took hold of

MATTRESSES REBUILT like
new. West Ky, Mattress Mfg,
Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabers Upholstery
Shop, 101 N. 3rd, Phone 549.
10-25C

MUCH

PRETE INSPECTION FOR 1.`kelt- collect, Mayfiela 433, Union City
MITES - Rid your home of rats, TU-5-9361.
11-15C
mice, roaches and terrnitees, call
Sam Kelley, licensed di insured.
eHELP WANTED
Phone 441.
TF

SI-Mast
4116 hottest!
a gun
bS-Note of scale
1Iealeaa
shawl
is.kilt,
- Nerv•
networks
'
le''lentil..

eie ant and tete
the e' '
before min, OW the 1804yr. "i7"m"
ea, get out cit this plae:: The
walls aren't seed enough: they'll
blow in on you!"

Services Offered

TOO

snorted. elfy mind's fore, a mounting roar. without
break or change in intensity. He Maiiiterson'ek restraining. hands:,
aaterson hit film. a re
trembling
race and then
felt • slight
through the ground, and looked short, chopping blow that left the
clapped her
Elizabeth
up. Against the gray smudge of boy limp.

made up. I mean to have a solid
roof over my head."
There was no stopping him
when he got his wind tip over a
thing, Elizabeth knew, so she let
him go, standing there in the
while
with the children
yard
liettig mounted one of the horses,
to lead the other. Then
he waved and struck out across

mouth

AIL

C 1953. Will 1.',1c. Reprinted by arrangement te.thoti
Mead and Co. Distributed by Kola features Sysefeseas.
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NOTICE

PAGE FIVE

Tenn., are open every '
Wednesday and Saturday.
10-11C

GOING SOMEWHERE
AUNT ABBIE

TO PAY A SURPRISE VISIT ON REMBRANDT
VAN COE, BECKY. HIM BEING SO NICE TO ME
-N
AND SENDING ME T:
1-4e`
DOLLARS FOR EACH
PAINTING 0' MINE,
THOUGHT I'D THANK
HIM IN PERSON AND
-I'M COUNTING ON
YOU GOING
WITH ME

. (4.11i- 'Yerre4
"Weasensahallie

sue

UL' AS.N ER

Capp
SUMPTHIN'

RILL HEADQUARTERS
WE WANTS

TO SEE
BOSS !!

mr.

ABOUT
WHAT,
SIR?

BUT GET
VALOOBLE
TO MI'
15 MISSIN'REAL
NAME
POINT,
MANCAPN EDDIE
HATTAN )
/
1
41_2_ICKETYBACKISLAND !!

SALOMIN WE ALREADY
WAS
KNOW ABOUT
ON
IT-IT'S BE I NG
IT!!
INVESTIGATED
NOW--

1M NOT INSANE!!-NEW
YORK CITY WASN'T STOLEN!!
17GULP!"SOLD IT!!- BUT
HOW DID 1 KNOW TI-IE`i
COULD TAKE IT AWAY?
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Local People
Visit Milk
Plant Recently
By

JIM PRYOR

Methodist
School Set
This Month

C. R. R.
A group of farmers from Calloway and Marshall Counties intere9ted in dairying and an easy
was of milking visited the Pet
Milk Company at Mayfield and
snowin the complete operation
Thursday. October 2nd. After a barbecue linich served
!trough the cooperation of the
Illinois Central Railroad Agriculture and Forestry Department
and the Pet Milk Company these
farmers continued the dairy tour
by bus. The object of the afternoon tour was to visit Graves
County Farmers who were using
V-type elevated milking systems
9:30 am
to make their work easier. The Sunday School
10:50 a.rr
first stop was at the farm of Morning Worship
7:30 pro
Byrd Alexander., who has been Evening Worstr.43
milking cows for over 50 years.
St. John's Episcopal
but is now doing his milking the
West Main Street
easy way with an econonecal
set-up that he put in a build- Holy Communion (1st & 3rd Susi
ing he alreday had on the farm or Morning Prayer ... 9:00 an:
At James Elders they saw a Sunday School
10:00 an
V-type barn of frame construction and were shown the new
Chestnut St. Tabernacle
type door openers. From there
Chestnut and Cherry Streets
:he group went to the Albeit, El- Sunday S:houl
10:00 a.rr.
der farm where they saw a
Mtrning Worship
11:00 air.
set-up that Mr. Elder put in a Evangelistic Worship
7:30 pm
hed attached to an exi- :rig flu: d.was
A.
Nock_ V _barn
Lynn Grove Methodist
,een at the farm of •Haroid WilLynn Grove, Ky.
let.
Sunday School
10:00 am
Present on this tour was Mr_
Morning (1st, 3rd Sun) 11:00 am
:.nd Mrs. Toscoe Bedwell. Witam Bedwell, Jerry Lee Bel- Even:rig (2nd. 4ht Sun) 7:00p.rr.
...ell. Hugh Swift. J. 0. RetFir'itt Christian
\ eli. Pe..r1 Butler, Mrs. Pearl
North 5th Street
Butler. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Usher.
9:30 air
W. F. Glover. Mr. and Mrs.'Bill Bible School
10:40 anClover, Hersic Hopkins. Mr. and Morning Worship7:30 p.n.
Mrs. Virgil Gibbs. and Headley Evening Worship
SWift.
Goer. Methodist
Before going back home the
group slopped at the farm of Sunday School
10130 air
3ert Mills where an "open house" Morn.ng 2nd, 4th Sun) 11:00 am.
was being held. from .4 to 8 p. m.
From the comments heard I beCherry Corner Baptist
lieve it was a tour that was enR. J. Burpoe, pastor
At
the
present.
by
all
joyed
Sunday School
10:00 port
houSe""ks1.5!
mentioned
"opea.
Morning worship
11:00 arr.
Mills invited all his friends and Training Union ,
630 p.rr.
neighbors to see his elevated Evening worship
7:30 p.m
"V" barn, there they saw a Wed. Prayer meeting
7:00 psi:
demonstration,
They
milking
came anytime from tthe hour,
Chestnut St. Tabernacle
of 4 to 8 p. in. and left at will
Chestnut and • Chrry Streets
There the people were served ice
'Sunday School
10:00 aim
cream and enjoyed the fellow- Morning
11•fi0 3 IT
Worship
ship with their neighbors. A large Fv
- nsie'tsOc Worship
31! ;
number of Mr. Mills friends
arid neighbors came to visit a:
see his milking operation.
Agric.

Agt.

I.

p.m. ,

RAGS 10 RICNES1-Elmet Aleukel. 41-year-old inventor. reluxes on returning to Ms family in L.,11 Angeles alter is
flight to a BODO jungle to escape debts. He's back on learning that Polaris Engmeering is in a mood to spend possibly
millions developing his concept for preventing air collo:ions.

INSTAIIMEKT 1111Y11113
COSTS YOU NORD
ey lortaoliclotiro 011 your
Pills for IristaIlrolint
tholes. .. and paying cash
for them thrthagin a loon
from us—you con acs•
money! You pay /ow rates
on easy terms with US.

Need Cash?
SEE US !

Corns In today.

$300

You May
Borrow Up To
Take as long

as

20 months to repay!

LOOM set aslckly

arreoged witless, meberasses. rod Peps or delay. Flynt Kw
esseast you mood sod see as new sway?

FRIENDLY FINANCE INC.
MURRAY, KY.
204 S. 4th

"assail1111
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IF AT FIRST...
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
Urban S. Anderson, 47, was reported improving in a hospital
despite five futile attempts to
take his own life. Investigators
said Andersen plunged a lit e
Actrical wire into a bathtub
fili of water in which he was
slashed both wrists,
i7anding.
and drank two cans of household
cleaner, a quantity of bleach and I PARIS, TENN. — A school for
a cin of ghter fluid.
:Methodist workers with youth
will be held here by the Methodist Memphis Conference OctoFirst methodist
ber 20-20 at First Methodist
Maple & 51h Streets
Sunday School
9:45 amt.
Morning Worship
10:50 a-mEvening th% rship '
7:30
I
(Continued from Page One)
Memorial Baptist
I Murray.
West Main Street
I Mr. Bryant said he would like
Sunday Sch,ol
9:40 am. fur the people of Murray
and
Morning Worship
,.„
10:50 a.m. 'Calloway County to
watch the
Evening Worship
7:30
Ledger 8r Times for his opening
announcement w hich will be
First Baptist
I published within the next few
South Fourth Street

Clarence...

days.

Church.
Persons who work with young
people in Methodist Churches of
West Tennessee and eight Western Kentucky Counties will attend the five-day meeting.
Instructors will include the
Rev. James H. Holmes, Jackson,
and Mrs. R. C. Swogger, Cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Ethel Osteen of
Paris will direct the school..
Purupse of the school will be
to: 1. Demonstrate the most ftective teaselling. methods,. 2.,
Study the correct use of Methodist church school literature. 3.
Seek a better understanding of
the various age group of young
people. 4. And to review proper
planning of study materials.
The school will be sponsored
by the conference board of education's youth division.
SAFE DRIVER
MEMPHIS. Ten. ((XPI) —Mrs.
Walter J. Burke was cited Wednesday as "safe driver of the
day" while her husband was
getting a ticket for speeding.

First

Loci
United

)1

JUST ONE OF HUNDREDS of amazing scenes you'll
see on the giant screen in Technicolor in Walt Disney's "Secrets Of Life" and on the same program
you'll see Clint Walker and Virginia Mayo in "Fort
Dobbs".
sommillE111111111EMMIL

If you would like to have your church announcement published each week,
mail to the Daily Ledger & Times your church's name, location and
times of principal services.
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He's the picture of kali;
because he romps on
WARM FLOORS!

MARKET NEW JAGUAR
COVENTRY, gittiLlactici . (UP:
—Jaguar Cars, 14., Wednesci.,
announced that a new car, the
Mark IX Saloon, will make its
first appearance at the 1959 m
:or stone.
The new model, to cost $5,576
tax excluded. will be similar in
appearance to the Mark VIII. but
, will have a larger engine, disc
brakes and power steering. Automatic drive will cost about
SSOO in ,re

NOW!

ENDS
SATURDAY

Getting
there was
FAURDEr
Gettir4,

cHmEtLwers
THE CHURCH FOR ALL
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The CbwcIi 0 the greatent factor on earth for
the buildmg of character and good cilizen•hyp
iiikRlIER BROS.

Henry ...

his home is heated with a

It ;I a slorehowite ol nuldual sawr.

CLINT
"CH.WENNF"

from Page One)
and made a Kentucky Colonel
at a program at the Governors
office, Frankfort. last month. The
outboard motors were presented
by Ashland Oil Company 'to the
four' diViSkin .*:nnerso And . a
luncheon was held at the country
club follpwing the presentation
Mrs. Richards m. the former
Mary rances Weatherly, accompanied Me Richardson to -Frankfort..
Three of the four winner
were from Marshall Coun'
which proves the point t}
Kentucky Lake has great fsh9Mr. Rrichardson's entry svelg
6 pounds 9 ounces. Pictures
his fish will appear in leading
sports magazines The fish will
be mounted and be on disp'
at selasherman's One Stop.
Kentucky Lake.
(Continued
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Wetter's' a

0,00i Church neither democracy nor cirilizatiorr
can •utsise There ate four sound reistons why
esti, person should attend Ser•Kel regularly and
wsprort the Church. Thm are: (I) For h
own take (2) For hi. thrldrat's sake. (3) For
the ,ake of Fos con-monde and nation. (4) For
the •ake of lb. Lirorch otself, whsch needs lx'
ITOfat and matmial
Pion to go to
cbur_ch,regularly and read your _Bible daily.
Book

Day
Sunday
"31116nday
Tuesday
Wednerd•y
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

flopter

Vera..

2

21.33
41"-52
19-21
19

1.uk•
1.uk•
Matthew
Gene•it
Prover bs
Proverbs
II Timothy

2
2
13
1
23

2'2 29

One of the great days in Joe's life ... and not just because it's
a birthday.
It's THE birthday. The third birth lay, which, in the custom of
Joe's church, brings a child to the thre-..old of formal religiotts education.
Already Dad and Mother have taught him is prayers. Simple
Bible stories have -brightened bedtime. And Joe has enjoyed many a
happy'hour in the church -nursery wn4le fris parents worshipped.
But during this important third year of his life he will become
a full-fledged Sunday School pupil. He'll be a "regular" in the Beginhers' Department,
And Joe's parents are going to join an adult class. For, while
starting-age may vary slightly in one church or another, all Christendom knows that sound religious education depends on The Big
Three—Father, Mother, and Child!
C•••••01SOS,. I...... A. 21•••-..• S,••••••,, Ia.

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Peoples Bank

Massey-Ferguson Tractors

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 1156

Shoemaker Popcorn Co.-

OIL HOME HEATER
*

(riot isrmIN itirsisrt et

AND

Supporting Calloway County Progress

SIEGLER GTJARANTEES MORE AND
HOTTER HEAT OVER YOUR FLOORS

CrReV/4--41/Afr
,

Murray, Kentucky

fAcciti

Ofri
1111 A
11106
MOTION PICTURE
fOU'll. NOVI, FORGIT!

s friction DI the rest with titemerrie of

Mifflin NORHEAT
FIE NOW SIMMS WARMS TOUR FLOORS AT

STARKS HARDWARE
-WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM•'
12th & Poplar

-erew-otssseezerwo_imeiw-r-reorra.

Phone

1142

NEW HEADGEAR -Pvt. ELVIS
Preloy, Arnrrirael rock-endroll star, is shown wearing a
steel helmet shortly after his

arrival at the Ray Barracks in
Friedberg. Germany. He will
spend the next 18 months as
a U.S. Army truck driver.

.wenitir'...-eseireirretertotee—

.

Calloway Monument Works

500 N. 4th
Murray, Kentucky

Workman Auto Repair
300 Ash Street

Vester Orr, Owner

General Automobile Repair

Murray Insurance Agency

Murray Coal & Ice Co,

Phone 601

Murray, Kentucky
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Shirley Florist

1707 West(Main Street

P.O. Box 268

"-no—

Two
On N
Possl

So, 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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